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ally one beats the other with a wing, but normally they use the wings
only for balance. Sometimes they give low rasping growls. Finally
the two release each other and each retreats to its own scrape.

While some fights ended with one bird clearly supplanting the
other, I often saw them end differently: The two birds stopped scuffling
and faced each other with wings against the body, bills forward. First
one and then the other lowered its bill into the bent posture, turned its
head slowly away, and then broke off the altercation (Figure 4). Occa-
sionally they gaped at each other before lowering the bill. Gaping appar-
ently is an aggressive signal (Moynihan, 1962) as is the bent position.
Thus the aggressive display apparently ended the fight.
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the stare-down upon returning to its mate. Again the aggressiveness

FIThGE 4. Face off between two Sooty Terns. After staring at each other,
the birds will lower their bills, turn away from each other, and end the

fight. (From photograph by Brian Harrington)

The stare-down posture described earlier also occurs commonly
after fights. After a paired bird drove off an intruder, it commonly gave
the stare-down upon returning to its mate. Again the aggressiveness
seemed to end with the stare-down and the bird turning its attention
back to its mate.

Thus the sequence of events preceding egg-laying seems to be as
follows: First the terns flock near and land on Bush Key every evening
in a mass social activity, perhaps synchronizing the breeding cycles.
Gradually they spend more time on the ground and, as flocking de-
creases, they begin individual sexual activity. Males seem to land, per-
haps near where they bred in previous years, and call to try to attract
females to them. The parade and high flight that follow probably con-
tribute to pair formation. Pairs continue courting with parading and
incipient scrape-building until they copulate. The two then dig a scrape
and begin to defend the area immediately around it.


